Purpose: Current clinical guidelines recommend to initiate dialysis in the presence of symptoms or signs attributable to kidney failure, often with a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) of 5-10 mL/min/1.73 m 2 . Little evidence exists about the optimal kidney function to start dialysis.
Introduction
Current clinical KDIGO (Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes) guidelines recommend to initiate dialysis in the presence of symptoms or signs attributable to kidney failure. 1 This often occurs with a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) between 5 and 10 mL/min/1.73 m 2 . There is little evidence about the optimal kidney function to start dialysis, and the only randomized study so far showed no effect on survival for starting at a GFR around 9 versus 7.2 mL/min/1.73 m 2 . 2 Several observational studies have been performed, with contradictory results. Some studies suggested better survival for patients who started with a high plasma creatinine-based estimated GFR (eGFR), whereas the majority suggested better survival for those who started with a lower eGFR. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, only four of these studies properly accounted for lead-time bias. 5, 6, 10, 18 Nevertheless, all were based on a relatively low number of dialysis patients.
Lead-time bias often occurs when evaluating the efficacy of a treatment in observational studies, especially in dialysis initiation, and stems from a difference in timing of treatment initiation. 20 Specifically, lead time is the added time of survival attributable to the fact that a selected group of patients starts earlier with dialysis than a later-starting comparative group. When comparing survival time starting from treatment initiation, early starters will show a survival benefit ( Figure 1 ). Any potential survival benefit of early dialysis initiation may then be due to lead-time bias instead of representing an improvement in the course of the disease and effect on survival. In the IDEAL study, 2 in which lead-time bias was no issue due to randomization, no difference was observed in survival rates associated with a time difference of 6 months between early and late starts. However, this randomized controlled trial (RCT) does not help to set the optimal kidney function to initiate dialysis. Furthermore, RCTs are hard to conduct and time-consuming, and thus we are still bound by observational studies.
Interpretation of results is further complicated, since most studies used only eGFR instead of true measurements of kidney function. 6 It has been argued that eGFR is less valid, because of artificial low plasma creatinine levels in patients with fluid overload or low muscle mass, especially in low ranges of kidney function, when initiation of dialysis is near. 21, 22 Kidney function may be better reflected by the mean of measured creatinine and urea clearance (C Cr-U ) based on 24-hour urine collections (measured GFR [mGFR] by C Cr-U ). This study aimed to examine the effect of kidney function (both eGFR and mGFR) at dialysis initiation on survival in chronic kidney disease (CKD) patients, and the role of lead-time bias therein.
Materials and methods

Study design
Netherlands Cooperative on the Adequacy of Dialysis-2 (NECOSAD) was a multicenter prospective observational cohort study in which 38 dialysis centers throughout the Netherlands participated. 23 Inclusion of patients took place between 1997 and 2007, and follow-up data on death were available until February 2015. Patients were followed until time of death or censored, due to kidney transplantation, recovery of kidney function as reason to stop dialysis therapy, withdrawal from the study, transfer to a dialysis center that did not participate in the study, loss to follow-up, or end of the study period (February 2015) , whichever came first. Available data on mGFR and eGFR during the predialysis period collected from medical records were added retrospectively to the prospective NECOSAD cohort for a convenient sample of patients included before 2003. The study was approved for all participating hospitals by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam, as coordinating center of the NECOSAD study, and all hospitals involved (Supplementary material) approved participation. The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients gave written informed consent.
Patient inclusion
For the present analysis, incident-dialysis patients aged ≥18 years with no history of renal replacement therapy (RRT; ie, starting dialysis or renal transplantation) were included at the start of dialysis treatment. Patients were excluded when they had a hemodialysis catheter. The latter ensured we excluded patients with acute renal impairment. The current study population included patients studied by Korevaar et al. 5 
Exposure and outcome
The effect of GFR at dialysis initiation on survival in CKD patients was investigated using time to death as outcome. The GFR at dialysis initiation was based on tertiles of GFR at the moment of dialysis initiation, and included the categories late, intermediate, and early dialysis initiation (ie, low, intermediate, and high levels of GFR). Starting groups were based on two measures: mGFR (mL/min/1.73 m 2 , by C Cr-U ) and eGFR (mL/min/1.73 m 2 ). The first is calculated by the mean of endogenous C Cr-U in 24-hour collected Notes: Lead-time bias tends to favor earlier dialysis initiation, because patients starting dialysis with more residual kidney function enter dialysis earlier in the course of the disease than those starting dialysis with less residual function, and accordingly gain a spurious residual lifetime advantage. Analyzing survival from the moment of referral solves the problem of lead-time bias, as would analyzing from the moment a certain glomerular filtration rate is reached (eg, 20 mL/min/1.73 m 2 , as used in the present study). 
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GFR at dialysis initiation and survival urine, corrected for body-surface area, and the latter was calculated by the '186' 4-item Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula (Supplementary material). 24 Plasma creatinine concentration was measured per dialysis center using the local method, which was predominately the alkaline picrate (Jaffe) method. A pilot study comparing these measurements with more precise enzyme-mediated methods found that differences were negligible for the very high concentrations present in patients with end-stage renal disease. For all patients included in the present analysis, the start date of dialysis was regarded as baseline. The GFR value at dialysis initiation was used as baseline measurement. For eGFR, plasma creatinine was drawn before the first dialysis session. For mGFR, urine and blood samples were collected either before or until 1 month after the first dialysis session.
23
Estimating kidney function decline for lead-time bias correction
Lead-time correction was achieved by using two approaches: mean annual decline rate in kidney function, and individual decline rates imputed from data available for a subgroup in NECOSAD. Both approaches were used to estimate the date when individuals would have had a specific predetermined GFR level before dialysis start (ie, GFR 20 mL/ min/1.73 m 2 ). Survival time was then counted from this date onward, thereby eliminating the added survival time associated with starting dialysis early, when counting survival time from dialysis initiation. For the first approach, we used our calculated average annual rates of kidney function decline for eGFR and mGFR in the year prior to dialysis initiation based on predialysis data from the Dutch PREdialysis PAtient REcord-1 (PREPARE-1) study. [25] [26] [27] PREPARE-1 was a Dutch retrospective follow-up study with incidentpredialysis patients with CKD stages 4-5 (for more details, see Supplementary material). PREPARE-1 and NECOSAD were performed during the same period.
Statistical analyses
Data are presented as mean values with standard deviations or medians with interquartile ranges for continuous variables, depending on the distribution. Categorical variables are presented as numbers and percentages. P-values are twotailed, and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 20.
Missing values of potential confounders were imputed with multiple imputation methods using a fully conditional specification with ten repetitions. [28] [29] [30] All available baseline variables and outcomes were used for imputation. Follow-up time was logarithmically transformed; age, baseline GFR values, and BMI were square-root-transformed before entry in the imputation model. Estimates and standard deviations were calculated in each imputation set, pooled into one overall estimate and standard deviation according to Rubin's rules. 31, 32 Kidney function decline Individual kidney function declines prior to dialysis initiation were calculated following the two approaches described earlier. For the first approach, average annual eGFR/mGFR rates from PREPARE-1, used for lead-time correction, were based on calculated individual annual GFR rates using linear regression. The assumption of a linear decline is considered safe, given the relatively short follow-up period of 1 year. At least two GFR measurements had to be available to estimate the rate of decline. Furthermore, a minimum of 30 days between first and last predialysis GFR values was applied, as too short a time frame would give an unreliable estimation of the decline. For the second approach, individual annual GFR decline rates prior to dialysis initiation were first calculated for those individuals in NECOSAD with available predialysis GFR data, and linear regression analysis was used for this purpose. With these available predialysis GFR decline data, GFR decline rates were imputed for individuals with missing predialysis data in NECOSAD.
Survival analysis
In our cohort of NECOSAD, we first performed a regular survival analysis for the effect of GFR at dialysis initiation on survival from dialysis initiation. Cumulative survival rates for early, intermediate, and late starters were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Crude and adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) for timing of dialysis initiation were obtained using Cox proportional-hazard regression analyses, adjusted for the confounders age, sex, primary kidney disease, ethnicity, and comorbidities using the Khan comorbidity score. 33 The Khan comorbidity score includes the following risk groups: low risk, defined as age <70 years and no comorbid illness; medium risk, defined as age 70-80 years or age <80 years with any one of cardiac, pulmonary, or liver disease or age <70 years with diabetes mellitus; and high risk, defined as age >80 years or any age with two or more organ dysfunctions in addition to end-stage renal disease or any age with visceral malignancy. 33 Information on comorbidities included in the Khan score was collected by using questionnaires completed by clinicians, and was based on clinical diagnosis and information on comorbidities from patient records. Primary kidney disease was classified according to the codes of the European Renal Association-European Dialysis and Transplantation Association. 34 Clinical Epidemiology 2017:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Janmaat et al Survival analysis corrected for lead-time bias Next, the aforementioned survival analyses were repeated with correction for lead-time bias. This was achieved by measuring survival from the predetermined point before dialysis (ie, eGFR/mGFR of 20 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ), rather than from the start of dialysis (Figure 1 ), based on the method used by Traynor et al. 18 The date of this common starting point was calculated back from the start of dialysis, using a linear interpolation model with either the previously computed mean annual GFR slopes prior to dialysis commencement from PREPARE-1 or the computed individual predialysis GFR slopes from NECOSAD. Then, these lead-time-corrected results were compared to the previous uncorrected results of survival analyses. The difference in HRs between survival rates for the timing of dialysis initiation, corrected and uncorrected for lead-time bias, showed the impact of lead-time bias. Finally, the length of lead time was estimated by calculating the difference in baseline GFR value between early versus late and intermediate versus late dialysis initiation, divided by the annual GFR decline from PREPARE-1.
Sensitivity analyses
To validate the robustness of our results, we performed several sensitivity analyses. First, to confirm that early starters did not decline faster than late starters, mean GFR decline rates prior to dialysis initiation were calculated for late-, intermediate-, and early-starting groups in both PREPARE-1 and a selection of patients in NECOSAD with available data on GFR decline rates prior to dialysis initiation. Early-, intermediate-, and late-starting groups were based on the same GFR tertiles as used in the main analyses in NECOSAD. Second, correction for lead-time bias was also achieved by using the lowest and highest values of decline in kidney function extracted from a review of the literature on GFR decline in the year prior to dialysis initiation. 23, 35, 36 Third, we repeated the analyses in subjects with both mGFR and eGFR values at dialysis initiation available to enable a direct comparison between mGFR and eGFR results. Fourth, we varied the cutoff point of the GFR value for dividing the study population into three categories. Fifth, we performed additional adjustment in the survival analysis for possible additional confounders or variables that are potentially in the causal pathway: smoking, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and blood pressure medication.
Results
Patient characteristics at baseline
In total, 852 patients with an mGFR measurement and 1,143 patients with an eGFR measurement at dialysis initiation were included for the present analyses. See Figure 2 for a flowchart of patient inclusion. Individual predialysis decline rates were available for 150 of the 852 patients with mGFR data and for 363 of the 1,143 patients with eGFR data. Baseline characteristics for the total population under study and for early, intermediate, and late starters, based on either mGFR or eGFR data, are shown in Table 1 . Mean baseline mGFR was 2.5 (±1.4) for late starters, 5.4 (±0.7) for intermediate, and 8.9 (±2.1) mL/min/1.73 m 2 for early starters. Late, intermediate, and early starters based on eGFR data had higher mean baseline eGFRs of 4.4 (±1.2), 6.7 (±0.6), and 10.2 (±2.3) mL/min/1.73 m 2 , respectively. Median time from dialysis initiation and baseline plasma creatinine measurement used to calculate eGFR was 6 (interquartile range 1-14) days. In general, diabetes was the underlying cause of kidney disease in a larger proportion of early starters compared to later starters. A total of 21 variables were used to impute the missing 
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GFR at dialysis initiation and survival 
Survival analyses with and without lead-time correction
Using the first approach, for the starting groups based on mGFR data, an unadjusted Kaplan-Meier analysis suggested incrementally increased survival of early starters compared to late starters without lead-time correction ( Figure 3A) . However, after correction for lead-time bias, the Kaplan-Meier analysis suggested a reversed survival benefit of patients initiating dialysis later ( Figure 3B ). These analyses were also performed for starting groups based on eGFR data. In contrast, without lead-time correction, increased cumulative survival was observed for late starters ( Figure 3C ), and after correction for lead-time bias this survival benefit increased ( Figure 3D ). These results were reflected by crude Cox analyses, with and without correction for lead-time bias, as shown in Table 2 .
In the adjusted Cox analyses based on mGFR data, both intermediate and early starters had a lower risk of death compared to late starters, with HRs of 1 (0.77-1.28, early) and 
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GFR (Table 2 ). In contrast, this observed inverse association of adjusted HRs after correction for lead time was not found for starting groups based on eGFR data at dialysis initiation. Without lead-time bias correction, the adjusted Cox analyses based on eGFR data at dialysis initiation showed no difference in mortality risk between early and late dialysis initiation. However, after correction for lead-time bias, the early starters had a higher risk of death, with an HR of 1.33 (1.05-1.68) ( Table 2 ). With the second approach with individual decline rates prior to dialysis initiation from NECOSAD to correct for lead-time bias, adjusted Cox analyses based on mGFR data showed no substantial difference between early and late starters ( 
Length of lead time
The first approach, with computed annual GFR declines derived from the predialysis cohort in PREPARE-1, as shown in Table 4 , yielded a lead time of 13.9 months for early versus late starters and 6.3 months for intermediate versus late a Adjusted for age, sex, Khan comorbidity score, primary kidney diseases, and ethnicity; b length of lead time (months) = Δbaseline GFR/annual GFR slope from PREPARE-1, eg, length of lead time for early versus late starters based on mGFR data = (8.9-2.5)/5.5=13.9 months. Abbreviations: GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; mGFR, measured glomerular filtration rate; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate. a Adjusted for age, sex, Khan comorbidity score, primary kidney diseases, and ethnicity; b length of lead time (months) = Δbaseline GFR/annual GFR slope from NECOSAD, eg, length of lead time for early versus late starters based on mGFR data = (8.9-2.5)/3=25.6 months. Abbreviations: GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; mGFR, measured glomerular filtration rate; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; NECOSAD, Netherlands Cooperative on the Adequacy of Dialysis-2.
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Janmaat et al starters, based on mGFR data (Table 2 ). For starting groups based on eGFR data, shorter lead times of 9.2 and 3.6 months were shown for early-versus late-and intermediate-versus late-starting groups, respectively (Table 2) . Under the second approach, with individual decline rates from NECOSAD to correct for lead-time bias, even longer lead times were calculated for early and intermediate versus late starters, both based on mGFR and eGFR data (Table 3) . Mean rates of kidney function decline for the three starting groups, used to compute the length of lead time based on the second approach, are shown in Table 5 .
Sensitivity analyses
Calculated annual GFR declines prior to dialysis initiation in PREPARE-1 and a selection of patients of NECOSAD (with available data) showed that early/intermediate starters had a less rapid decline then late starters (Table S1 ). Repeating the crude and adjusted Cox analyses with correction for lead-time bias based on the lowest and highest value of GFR decline extracted from literature, adjusted and corrected risk of mortality for early compared to late starters ranged between 1.14 (0.88-1.47) and 1.61 (1.24-2.09), based on mGFR data (Table 6 ). This was accompanied by lead time between 11.5 and 23.6 months. For starting groups based on eGFR values, adjusted and corrected HRs between 1.22 (0.96-1.54) and 1.52 (1.21-1.92) were calculated for early-versus late-dialysis initiation, accompanied by lead time of 6-15.3 months (Table 6 ).
Additional subgroup analyses in subjects (n=577) with both eGFR and mGFR measurement available at dialysis initiation were similar and in line with results obtained in the main analyses. Classification among late, intermediate, and early starters was tested by additional analyses in which the study population was divided into two groups based on the median GFR value at dialysis initiation, in quartiles, and in categories of GFR value at dialysis initiation <5, 5-10, and >10 mL/min/1.73 m 2 (data not shown). All classifications showed the same patterns of association, and confirmed the stability of our results. Adding additional confounders to the Cox proportional-hazard model did not alter our conclusions (Table S2) .
Discussion
This study on the effect of lead-time bias when examining the effect of both eGFR and mGFR at dialysis initiation on survival in CKD patients underlines the impact of lead-time bias herein. Without lead-time bias correction, we demonstrated no substantial effect of GFR levels at dialysis initiation, ie, early versus late start, on survival in CKD patients, although a borderline survival benefit for early dialysis initiation was observed based on mGFR. However, after lead-time correction, early dialysis initiation yielded no survival benefit and seemed rather harmful, irrespective of whether early start was based on eGFR or mGFR. The start time for dialysis differed by about a year between early and late starters. Our results underline the importance to correct for lead-time bias, and showed that early dialysis initiation was not associated with an improvement in survival.
To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies accounting for lead-time bias in survival of CKD patients starting dialysis in an observational study design, based on both eGFR and mGFR. The only performed RCT, in which lead-time bias was no issue, showed no difference between early-and late-initiation strategies. 2 However, in this RCT the mean difference in eGFR between early and late starters was only 1.8 mL/min/1.73 m 2 with 6 months difference in dialysis start time, whereas we showed a difference in eGFR of 5.8 mL/min/1.73 m 2 with 9.2-14.5 months of lead time. Our data, based on individual lead-time correction for eGFR data, support the conclusion of the IDEAL trial that early dialysis initiation was not associated with an improvement in survival. 2 Besides, several observational studies have also investigated the effect of GFR at dialysis initiation on survival in CKD dialysis patients, with contradictory results. Some studies suggested better survival for patients who started dialysis early, whereas most studies suggested better survival for those who started late and most studies did not take into 
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GFR at dialysis initiation and survival 2 ) in the year prior to dialysis initiation. Abbreviations: GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; mGFR, measured glomerular filtration rate; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate.
account lead-time bias. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In the latter case, lead-time bias cannot explain their findings, because lead-time bias can only explain better survival for early starters. However, of these previous studies, only four took account of lead-time bias, but were never based on both eGFR and mGFR and had small study populations. 5, 6, 10, 18 One study was based on Kt/V measurements, which is beyond the scope of this article. 5 Our eGFR results confirmed the findings of the two studies based on eGFR: survival benefit in favor of late starters. 10, 18 With a larger sample size, the present study extends these results by showing a stronger association between late start and survival benefit when accounting for lead-time bias. With regard to the mGFR results, only one other study also used mGFR and corrected for lead-time, showing a survival disadvantage for "late" starters. 6 However, in this Hong Kong study, later starters were initial refusers, ie, no real late starters, compared to elective starters (baseline difference only 0.3 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ), and they were in an initially worse condition upon starting dialysis. Therefore, these results were not comparable with our data. The relatively high percentage of patients with a low Khan score in this dialysis cohort, for both eGFR and mGFR, is in line with results of Khan et al. 33 The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the observed disadvantage of early starters remain unclear, but suggest harmful effects of the dialysis procedure itself. [37] [38] [39] [40] Our somewhat different findings between starting groups based on either eGFR or mGFR data could be explained by misclassification bias. Misclassification bias occurs when either outcome or exposure is misclassified, ie, the probability for early starters to be misclassified as late starter or vice versa. This type of bias is present with calculating eGFR based on the MDRD formula, and is almost completely eliminated using mGFR, which is not influenced by muscle mass. 8, 21, 41 For instance, frail or elderly patients with muscle wasting have lower levels of plasma creatinine, resulting in falsely high eGFR levels compared to their true underlying kidney function. Therefore, they are prone to be misclassified as early starters; the opposite applies for late starters. 42, 43 In addition, eGFR overestimates kidney function in advanced CKD, as reflected by our higher values for the eGFR than mGFR starting groups. 21, 44 As a consequence, misclassification bias overestimates survival in the late-initiation group of eGFR and underestimates survival in early starters. Indeed, we demonstrated that the significant crude survival disadvantage for early versus late starters in the eGFR group without lead-time correction completely disappeared after adjustment for baseline confounders. Following this, misclassification bias could also explain the observed differences in adjusted mortality risks for early versus late starters when comparing mGFR and eGFR. In addition, plasma creatinine measurements in the present study were not always performed on standardized plasma creatinine assays, which theoretically could lead to imprecision of eGFR measurements, besides the introduced misclassification bias, due to the influence of Clinical Epidemiology 2017:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Janmaat et al muscle mass on eGFR measurements. mGFR seems more accurate in decision making on timing of dialysis initiation; when eGFR is used, a thorough realization of its weaknesses and pitfalls is needed.
The present study has potential limitations. First, we cannot rule out the presence of confounding by indication, resulting from clinical decision making at dialysis initiation. Although adjustment for a range of known confounders did not affect the results, we did not have information on uremic symptoms. 17, [45] [46] [47] [48] Therefore, residual confounding could not be completely eliminated. Second, mean annual GFR decline was used, based on a selected group of patients with predialysis measurements from PREPARE-1. For both of these limitations, one might have concerns that early starters with or without uremic symptoms might have a faster decline in kidney function with worse prognosis than later starters. However, in the current study this was no limitation, since the opposite holds true for starting groups in PREPARE-1 and available data in NECOSAD. Furthermore, our results, ie, based on decline rates derived from PREPARE-1, fell within the observed range based on the available literature, which justified the use of the decline rates from PREPARE-1. Finally, we also used imputed individual GFR declines based on patients with available predialysis data in NECOSAD. Third, survivor bias (ie, immortal time bias) could be a potential limitation of addressing lead-time bias in this way, as individuals who died before starting dialysis were not included in our cohort. Only people who survived to dialysis initiation were analyzed, excluding those who died before starting dialysis. As a consequence, the individuals included in the present study will have better survival in general. Therefore, survival rates could have been overestimated in the present results, especially for late starters. The difference in survival rates between early and late starters could partially be explained by survivor bias. However, we corrected for health status by adjusting for several confounders, such as Khan's score and age. Therefore, we consider the influence of survivor bias as minimal and will not alter the conclusion. However, predialysis dropout due to death was limited to 11% over the complete follow-up period in the PREPARE-1 study. 25, 26 Finally, mGFR values might not be completely accurate, since they were based on 24-hour urine collections. However, any errors were assumed to be randomly distributed over the study population and would dilute the effect.
Major strengths of our study are that we were able to eliminate lead-time bias in an observational cohort study design and that we assessed the long-term effect of both eGFR and mGFR at dialysis initiation on survival (until 18 years of follow-up). Our results clearly indicate the importance of correcting for lead-time bias.
Our results could have an impact on the currently used KDIGO guideline for decision making on timing of dialysis initiation, which recommends to initiate dialysis in the presence of symptoms or signs attributable to kidney failure, often in the eGFR range of 5-10 mL/min/1.73 m 2 .
1 However, considering this eGFR range, early initiation (ie, >7.9 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ) showed a clear mortality disadvantage in the current study when lead time was accounted for. Furthermore, data on mGFR could be added in the guideline. In the context of misclassification of patients in eGFR early-starting groups, mGFR may be more reliable as a guide for timing of dialysis initiation. 22 While the IDEAL study showed that the strategy to initiate dialysis with a mean eGFR <7.2 mL/min/1.73 m 2 is safe, we show that based on solely kidney function, in some patients we can even go lower than an eGFR of 5.7 and an mGFR of 4.3 mL/min/1.73 m 2 .
2
Further research is needed to examine this precise kidney function threshold and to implement these findings in the context of presence of uremic symptoms and quality of life.
Conclusion
We showed that lead-time bias is not only a methodological problem but also a clinical problem when assessing the optimal kidney function to start dialysis. Therefore, lead-time bias is extremely important to correct for. Taking account of lead-time bias, this controlled study showed that early dialysis initiation (ie, eGFR >7.9, mGFR >6.6 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ) was not associated with an improvement in survival. Based solely on kidney function, this study suggests that in some patients, dialysis could be started even later than an eGFR <5.7 and mGFR <4. 
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Janmaat et al ; b adjusted HR for the model with individual GFR declines from NECOSAD 4 . Adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, Khan comorbidity score, primary kidney diseases, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, smoking, and antihypertensive use. Abbreviations: GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; mGFR, measured glomerular filtration rate; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; PREPARE-1, PREdialysis PAtient REcord-1; NECOSAD, Netherlands Cooperative on the Adequacy of Dialysis-2.
disease stages 4-5. These patients were treated in one of the outpatient clinics of eight Dutch hospitals between 1999 and 2001. Patients had been referred to these outpatient clinics when creatinine clearance was below 20 mL/min. In addition, these patients were at least 18 years of age, had not had prior renal replacement therapy, and need for renal replacement therapy was expected within 1 year. The clinical course of predialysis patients was followed through medical charts until the start of dialysis, transplantation, death, loss to follow-up, or January 1, 2008, whichever came first.
